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Details of Visit:

Author: NuthinButAGString
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 26 Jul 2020 3:15
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Behind a row of shop in Bletchley, extremely discreet,and out of sight from the public main road.
The parlour is clean and tidy,with working shower,fresh towels and large beds.

The Lady:

Looking years younger than the 30 listed on the site,Foxy has beautiful, soft 32E tits, a seductive
face with a raunchy smile, stylish hair,and a Bootylicious arse. 

The Story:

Browsing Twitter over a year ago, I stumbled on photos of Foxy looking so raunchy I wanted to see
her right away, only problem was, that Milton Keynes is 2 hours away from me. Whilst having gone
with mates to nights out in cities,I’ve not stayed overnight on my own, on weekends out anywhere.
Having no sex during Lockdown, I started saving up to treat myself to a weekend break to MK once
it was lifted.

Making a booking to see Foxy a week in advance with a maid who was very helpful in giving
directions to the location.

After freshening up,Foxy entered the room wearing a small green top and panties with suggestive
wording on them, barely hiding the cream lingerie underneath them. Before I had the chance to
finish saying hello, Foxy gave me a Deep French Kiss with her lush lips. Foxy’s is so raunchy and
such a good kisser, that we spent ages on the bed making out,as Foxy felt up my hard cock,and I
rubbed Foxy’s sexy booty and outstanding tits.

Guiding me to stand next to a mirror, Foxy performed exquisite oral without, with the smooth speed
and depth Foxy went at making my cock throb. Wanting to return the favour, we got on the bed and
went into 69. Foxy’s pussy tasted so fresh and sweet,that I loved every moment licking it,with Foxy
cumming hard from the oral, being a absolute pleasure to feel her fit body shudder. I then asked
Foxy what position we should do,but Foxy had other ideas.

Standing up on top of the bed, Foxy bent her back and started giving me a blow job,whilst keeping
her legs in the standing position! This is the first bj I’ve had that I found to be jaw-dropping, partly
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due to how good Foxy performed,but also thanks to the incredible athletic ability on display!

Putting the condom on, Foxy suggested her going on top to start with. Starting with her riding my
cock as I sucked her tits and we DFK, Foxy again surprised me, by doing 360 turns whilst
continuing to ride my dick. Feeling like I was getting nearing to cumming, I asked Foxy if we could
do doggy. Foxy put her sexy arse in the air,as I entered her wet pussy, and ending this
unforgettable meeting with a hard orgasm.  
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